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LIN support in the ATI Product Line
If you’re working with LIN busses, ATI and our partner, Kvaser, have a number of tools to help you 
connect to, bridge, and interact with them. Below we introduce our offerings that will help fill your LIN 
analysis needs. If you are new to using LIN, below is also a link to a webinar that ATI and Kvaser held on 
the fundamentals of LIN. This video explains the LIN specification as well as the benefits of the Kvaser 
LIN Products and ATI’s CANLab software. 

Learn how to use these toolchains to log, import, and analyze vehicle LIN data. LIN Fundamentals and 
Troubleshooting

The CANary is a Bus interface tool that communicates with the PC 
using Full-Speed USB (12Mbps) and has two LIN and two high speed 
CAN channels. All channels are electrically isolated from the USB 
connection and have internal bus termination which can be set or 
unset by VISION. LIN channels on the CANary support M/S mode. LIN 
capabilities of the CANary can be utilized with the use of our CANLab 
Bus analysis software. 

Below is a link to video on our youtube channel that explains how LIN 
data can be collected using the CANary and CANlab

Collecting LIN Data with CANary and CANLab

CANary v1.3

Note: As of firmware version 1.3.3, ATI CANary LIN only allows one channel to be used in 
slave mode at a time. The remaining channel is allowed to be used in Master mode.

With 2 LIN, 6 CAN/CANFD, and 1 Automotive Ethernet channel(s), the VCG Vehicle Communication Gateway 
allows users to bridge multiple modules and busses with this single, innovative, easy to configure standalone data 
translation device. The VCG hosts user-developed programs for applications such as node simulation, watchdog 
timer functions, CAN to CAN FD translation and more. Even retransmitting LIN signals on a CAN or CAN FD bus 
can be accomplished. See the example VCG script below. With a built in Web GUI you are able to configure the 
VCG without any separate software.

Vehicle Communication Gateway (VCG)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vlyfzpZV_zg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vlyfzpZV_zg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rlMT_HeKu1Q
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For additional questions, contact ATI support at support@accuratetechnologies.com.

This sample acts as a LIN master, transmits header for message 0x22 and listens for the response. 
When message 0x22 is received, the message is transmitted on CAN1 without modification (CAN ID will 
be LIN ID, data bytes are the same).

device.LIN2.start({ master: true, speed: 10400 });
device.CAN1.start({ bitRate: 500000 });

function msgRecvd(msg)
{device.CAN1.sendMessage(msg);}

device.LIN2.listen({ id: 0x22 }, msgRecvd);

function sendHeader()
{device.LIN2.sendMessage({ id: 0x22 }); }

var intervalID = util.setInterval(sendHeader, 500);

CANLab is a network analysis tool that provides a complete solution 
for LIN and CAN bus networks. Support for a variety of hardware 
interfaces and industry standard databases that support them is 
provided. It can be used to view network activity, send and receive 
signals/messages, record and replay data, manipulate and analyze 
data, and check statistics, all in real-time. With a compatible LIN 
interface, such as a CANary v1.3 or LIN enabled Kvaser device, and a 
LDF file for the traffic on your LIN bus, CANLab can be a powerful LIN 
bus analysis tool. Use of a Kvaser LIN device in CANLab is enabled 
with the CANLab LIN Tool Kit.

CANLab Software

Note: Kvaser Hybrid devices are not supported in CANLab 5.2. Effort to add support for these 
devices is ongoing.


